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Basics
 VR always wanted to be as multi-modal as possible, meaning to address many sensory
channels in order to make the experience as realistic as possible
 Haptics is the doctrine of the skin and posture sense (derived from the Greek word
"haptós" or "haptikós", which means "tangible")
 The skin senses (somatosensory system) make it possible for humans to perceive
o temperature (hot and cold receptors),
o pain (free nerve endings (noriceptors))
o and tactile stimuli (pressure Merkel cells and Ruffini corpuscles, touch Meissner corpuscles
and hair folicle receptors, vibrations Vater-Pacini corpuscles) of the skin

Source: VDC Fellbach
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 The posture senses can be subdivided as well:
o The sense of position generates information about
the position of the body in space and the position
of the joints and the head (Ruffini corpuscles)
o The sense of motion allows the sensation of
movement and the recognition of the direction of
movement
o The sense of power provides information about the
state of tension of muscles and tendons
o The equilibrium organ in the inner ear allows the
vestibular perception

Haptic-somatic system

Skin senses

Temperature
perception

Pain
perception

Tactile
perception

Posture
senses
Sense of
movement

Vestibular
perception

Sense of
position

Sense of
power
Source: VDC Fellbach
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The aim of haptics technologies in virtual reality is on
the one hand, the output of the forces from the
virtual world (haptic rendering) and on the other
hand, the acceptance and transfer of user input
through the tactile or kinaesthetic input devices
Typically, a haptic rendering algorithm is made of
two parts:
(a) collision detection and (b) collision response
The haptic loop seen in the adjacent figure requires
an update rate of around 1 kHz for stable force
interactions, computationally fast collision detection
and response techniques are required to
accomodate this requirement

C. Basdogan, M. A. Srinivasan
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Interaction principle:
Manipulation of the end-effector of the haptic interface
device
Position sensors of the device convey its tip position to the
computer
Position of the endeffector correlates with a virtual avatar
and updates it accordingly
In specific time intervals, the computer checks for collisions
between the end-effector and the virtual objects

If a collision has occurred, the haptic rendering system
calculates the reaction forces/torques that should occur at
the interaction point and commands the actuators that are
attached to the device to move, causing a tactual
perception of the virtual objects

As long as no collision is detected, no forces will be
computed and applied and the user is free in moving the
haptic device
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 Haptic systems in virtual reality pursue the goal of integrating people into VR in a haptic
way. This requires various technical components:
o
o
o
o

Tracking
Processing of the tracking data
Collision response
Haptic output

 Problem: Mechanisms must be found to ensure the stable operation of actively driven
haptic systems, so that they do not oscillate permanently between the states "maximum
force" (when a collision is detected) and "powerless" (in the absence of a collision) 
“soft" virtual surfaces needed
Tracking of
extremities

Processing of
tracking data

Tracking
Hardware

Graph. display
of extremities

Evaluation
Software

Collision
detection
Gesture
detection

Collision
response
Yes / No
statement

Haptic output

Coloring of
collision objects
Acoustic output
Electric stimulation

3D object
tranformation
Force/ path
model

Vibro-tactile output
Display force
vector

Force output
Source: VDC Fellbach
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Two major features characterize haptic devices: the degree of freedom and the haptic
refresh rate
The degree of freedom refers to the number of independent axes down or around which
the device can exert force or torque; available devices range from those capable of
producing nondirectional forces, such as vibrations, to 6-degree-of-freedom devices that
can activate forces along and around all three spatial axes
The haptic refresh rate represents the maximum speed at which the device hardware can
generate forces or torques to the user
The following types are considered in more detail on the next slides:
o
o
o
o
o
o

Input systems
Tactile output systems
Earth-based force output systems
Body-based force output systems
Unbased force output systems
Anthropometric 3D human models
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Input systems
Input systems represent the function of tracking. They capture the position and orientation of
the hand as well as the position of the fingers. Use of different technologies:
 Spacemouse
 Data glove with visual tracking
Source: 3D Connexion

6-DOF controller spacemouse

 3D controller

Source: Oculus

Touch controller

 Data glove with strain
gauges

Source: A.R.T.

 RGBD cameras

Data glove with infrared

Source: Leap Motion

Gesture recognition by depth-image camera
 Myoelectric measuring
systems

Source: Hi5

Hi5 VR GLOVE and Valve/HTC
Vive Tracker

Source: Thalmix Labs

Myo wristband
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Tactile output systems
Tactile output systems merely emit vibration or burst signals to the user. Advantages are the
sometimes very small construction types, unnecessary infrastructure, easy control and the
achievable modal proximity.
 Tactile vests
Tactile ultrasound
Source: Ultrahaptics

Ultrasonic-based tactile output
array

Source: IFTECH

Tactile vest Araig

 Tactile gloves

Braille displays
Source: CyberGlove Systems

Source: FZI Karlsruhe

Tactile data glove CyberTouch

 Bass shaker

Braille display

Tactile articulated arm
Source: Algo Sound, Inc.

VibrationsSource AST-2B-4 Pro Bass Shaker

Source: SenseAble

Phantom display
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Types of haptic systems
Earth-based force output systems
Earth-based systems are characterized by the fact that the counterforce is applied by the
ground or installations connected to it. This allows real, absolute forces to be transmitted to
the user.
Examples of earth-based haptic systems are:
 Joysticks and
 Earth-based SPIDARs
HOTAS
Source: Haption

Source: Logitech

Wire rope hoist robot SPIDAR

Logitech G Saitek ProFlight X56
Rhino Joystick Flightstick

 Articulated arm
systems

 Air-pressure impulse

Source: Haption

Articulated arm system Virtuos

Source: Disney Research

Disney Research Aireal
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Types of haptic systems
Body-based force output systems
Body-based haptic systems are characterized by the fact that both the force to be dispensed
and the counterforce act upon the body of the user. The user feels force at individual
extremities, but the sum of all forces acting upon him by the haptic system compensate
completely.
 Arm exoskeleton
Source: Novint

 Finger exoskeleton

Exoskeleton XIO

Source: Immersion

Force feedback data glove CyberGrasp

 Body-based SPIDARs
Source: Haption

Portable SPIDAR system
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Types of haptic systems
Unbased force output systems
There are a few technical approaches to creating powers and torques, without having a base.
These are the so-called unbased haptic systems. Systemically, these structures are interesting
because they do not require a fixed (restricting) infrastructure to the ground, but can still
generate absolute (ie uncompensated) forces or torques.
 Recoil system

Force feedback data glove according to the
recoil principle

 Gyros

Source: Yano, M. Yoshie, H.
Iwata bzw. Y. Tanaka et al.

Gyro torque display or GyroCube
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Types of haptic systems
Anthropometric 3D human models
 Another approach to the evaluation of haptic product properties –
but still in competition with haptic input / output systems - is the use
of anthropometric 3D human models
 These are used by default in the vehicle and textile industry
 Country-specific serial measurements are used to generate
statistically reliable data for mapping whole populations (so-called
percentiles)
 Anthropometric 3D human models are capable of providing valid,
objective (which means independent of user) and robust statements
on visibility, accessibility, fit, comfort, and/ or ergonomics

3D human models Human Builder
(Dassault Systèmes), Jack (Siemens
PLM) and RAMSIS (Human Solutions)
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Software Components
For the operation of a haptic system, various software components are essential:
 Tracking: A software for determining the position from the sensor data of the external
tracking system and the fingers relative to the hand (tracking system supplier).
 Collision detection: A collision detection that determines, if a finger penetrates a 3D
geometry is required. Collision detection is faced with extreme demands, as it may be
necessary to check hundreds of thousands or millions of polygons (coplanar surface in the
3D scene) with other, possibly hundreds of thousands or millions of polygons, at runtime.
 Haptic software: The haptic software develops the collision response from the detected
collision, possibly using further information (such as: depth of penetration in case of a
collision). These include further object transformations, grasping, the calculation of the
force vector as well as the haptic output.
Haptic SDKs usually include collision detection, conversely, one can derive haptic SDKs
from collision detections
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Active vs. passive force output systems


In the field of force feedback, a distinction is made between active and passive haptic
systems:
o
o



Active haptic systems have motors or some other type of actuator that is actively driven and acts
on humans by itself. For example, the actuator exerts a force on the person or stimulates the skin.
On the other hand, passive haptic systems only slow down and block the movement of humans.
Thus, they only reflect the force that human exerts on them.

Comparison of advantages and disadvantages:
Active Systems

Passive Systems

Advantages:
• Only active, earth-based systems can simulate external
forces
• Gloves: Haptic exploration possible without active finger
movements

Disadvantages:
• No external forces representable because only forcereflecting
• Haptic exploration of the environment only works if
addressed extremities are permanently articulated

Disadvantages:
• All objects and surfaces with a certain elasticity
• Tends to be heavier due to drives
• Complex haptic software
• Protective devices, emergency stop procedure

Advantages:
• Representable hardness larger
• Tends to be lighter, as heavy drives are eliminated
• Easier collision detection can be used
• No security measures required
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Degree of maturity of different haptic concepts- TRL
The TRL (Technology Readiness Level) is a scale for assessing the state of development of new
technologies based on a systematic analysis. It indicates on a scale of 1 to 9 how advanced a
technology is. Description of levels (in brackets time to market):










TRL 1: Observation and description of the functional principle (8-15 years)
TRL 2: Description of the application of a technology
TRL 3: Proof of the functionality of a technology (5-13 years)
TRL 4: Experimental setup in the laboratory
TRL 5: Experimental setup in working environment
TRL 6: Prototype in operational environment
TRL 7: Prototype in action (1-5 years)
TRL 8: Qualified system with proof of functionality in the field of application
TRL 9: Qualified system with proof of successful operation
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Areas of Application
Human-Computer-Interaction
Haptic systems can be used as input devices, ie in the
sense of a human-computer interface:
 3D construction with spacemouse
 Navigation and manipulation in virtual reality with 3D
controllers
 Planning tables (tangible inputs) for factory layout
planning
 3D modeling with force feedback articulated arm
systems
 Robot programming

Source: VDC Fellbach

Source: Fraunhofer IPA

User with A.R.T..
Flystick 2
View on the
interaction surface
of the factory
planning table of
the Fraunhofer
IPA

Designer
working with a
haptic sketching
system
Source: Geomagic

Implicit robot
programming with
force-feedback
SPIDAR system at
the Fraunhofer IPA
Source: VDC Fellbach
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Force display
 The University of North Carolina already used a
self-developed haptic display with 6 degrees of
freedom, which was able to reproduce molecular
binding forces in terms of its force, in 1967
 The calculation was based on a wireframe model
of molecules
 Purpose of this system was solely the vivid
representation of attachment forces in teaching

Source: University of
North Carolina

Haptic display
Grope III of the
University of
North Carolina
from the year
1967
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Support of motor body functions
Haptic systems that support certain movements and / or
restrict other movements can be used as support
systems for humans:
 Lifting aids for production
 Rehabilitation

Use of exoskeleton
Paexo
Source: Ottobock

“MAHI Exo-II”
exoskeleton
Source: French, Rose, O‘Malley (2015)

Source: Blundell

Use of a haptic
workstation for
the treatment of
stroke patients
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Remote effect / Telepresence
If manual operations that require haptic sensitivity are to
be carried out over a distance ("tele operations"), haptic
input / output devices can be used for this purpose:
 Maintenance of nuclear power plants
 Tele-medicine

Haptic telepresence
system at AREVA
for work in nuclear
power plants
Source: AREVA

Tele-surgical
intervention with
two force
feedback
articulated arm
Source: Haption systems
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Areas of Application
Virtual prototyping of haptic product
properties (1/2)
Virtual prototyping aims to test as many product
features and functions as possible in the early
(digital) phases of product development. This is
intended to correct any errors or even to
optimize the product prior to the development
of expensive production infrastructure (eg
casting molds, pressing tools).
Prototyping fields of application:
 Prototyping of push buttons and rotary
knobs
 Prototyping of car tailgates
 Prototyping car interior

Experimental
setup for haptic
prototyping of
rotary knobs
Source: Hochschule für Gestaltung, Schwäbisch Gmünd

Experimental setup
for the haptic
prototyping of a car
boot lid
Source: Fraunhofer IPK

Source: Daimler

Prototyping car
interior
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Virtual prototyping of haptic product properties
(2/2)
 Prototyping assembly process
 Prototyping ambidextrous assembly process
 Prototyping textiles

Source: Haption

Haptic assembly
evaluation at
Airbus

Ambidextrous
assembly simulation
without force
Source:ESI feedback

Source:Haptex

Hardware for
haptic
representation of
textiles in the
project Haptex
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Training haptic skills
There are countless operations that require specific
haptic skills. In this case it makes sense to practice these
processes virtually with the aid of haptic input / output
devices:
 Training for plastering
 Training for adhesive application
 Assembly training
 Training in rhinoscopy, ophthalmoscopy, ophthalmic
surgery, arthroscopy, hysteroscopy, in vitro retinal
surgery, cataract, colonoscopy and dentistry

Source: St.Gobain

Source: PSA

Source: Airbus

Plastering trainer,
St. Gobain

Training for
adhesive
application

Assembly trainer
of Airbus

Ophtalmo-surgical
simulation
environment
Source: VRmagic
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Games, Entertainment
 Games with 3D controllers
 Games with data glove
 Play with force feedback articulated arm
 Games with weapons replicas
 Games with haptic vest

Source: Nintendo

Data glove for
entertainment

3D controller in
the form of
Source: Void weapons

Source: woojer

Haptic vest that
provides tactile
feedback on the
human torso
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The haptic market as a whole is a growth market; in the market for haptic systems for use
in virtual reality and augmented reality, there is currently, as in the entire VR / AR
environment, increased start-up activities
Haptic issues are increasingly permeating everyday life; this results in economies of scale
for the cost-effective production of components
The more dynamic market will presumably not be the market of tactile actuators, but
force-feedback actuators
Due to the strong penetration of the industry with head-mounted displays, data gloves
have become interesting again in the last few years
The VR haptics market is characterized by strong competition and high development
dynamics
The VR haptics market is sometimes heavily specialized in the solving capabilities of offered
products; in medical applications, the specialization is classified as very high
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A successful product on the market must assert in the field of tension between
o Enhanced immersion and user experience [benefit component 1],
o Achievable reliable statement [benefit component 2] and
o Effort of use, such as purchase, price, calibration, comfort restriction in use, restriction
work space [effort components].
Consumer solutions in the VR haptics market were previously low-priced components that
focused on user component 1
Industrial solutions in the VR haptics market have so far been expensive components,
which put the benefit component 2 in the foreground; so far only a few data gloves were
included (exception: A.R.T. finger tracking and others)
The VR HMD market has been divided equivalently up to 5 years ago and now there is a
spillover of consumer solutions with increased performance in industrial applications; even
game engines are now used industrially  a scenario in which this also happens in the
haptics is conceivable
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Technical components
of a haptic systems

• Tracking
• Processing of tracking
data
• Collision response
• Haptic output

Bauarten von HaptikSystemen
• Input systems
• Tactile output systems
• Earth-based force
output systems
• Body-based force
output systems
• Unbased force output
systems
• Anthropometric 3D
human models

Anwendungsfelder
• Human-computer
interaction
• Force display
• Support of motor body
functions
• Telepresence / remote
effect
• Virtual prototyping of
haptic product features
• Training of haptic skills
• Games, entertainment
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Thank you very much for your interest!
You are interested in this topic and you are looking for contact persons/
implementation partners? Please contact us.

Virtual Dimension Center (VDC) Fellbach
Auberlenstraße 13
70736 Fellbach
www.vdc-fellbach.de
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